Recovery procedures

Requests for information

Main submitting Member States

SK | 9 515

DE | 5 154

Main receiving Member States

AT | 3 470

PL | 1 822

Recovery of outstanding contributions

Main submitting Member States

AT | 1 870

DE | 1 434

Main receiving Member States

DE | 1 749

RO | 1 384

Outcome of cases submitted

9.6 % successful

6.7 % refused

14.4 % unsuccessful

69.3 % still pending

Outcome of cases received

10.7 % refused

66.3 % still pending

Recovery of unduly paid benefits

Main submitting Member States

LU | 4 143

NO | 1 920

RO | 1 887

Main receiving Member States

PL | 2 530

BE | 2 286

Outcome of cases submitted

8.5 % refused

46.9 % successful

30.6 % still pending

Outcome of cases received

11.9 % unsuccessful

37.1 % successful

33.0 % still pending

More than three quarters of requests submitted or received by the reporting Member State apply to the recovery of unduly paid family benefits

The terms “Member State” and “EU” are used in this infographic to indicate the 27 EU Member States, the European Economic Area, Switzerland, and the United Kingdom.
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